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New EDF proposal to its Italian partners regarding Edison 
 
EDF met today with its Italian partners to discuss the shareholding and industrial reorganization of Edison. 
 
During this meeting, EDF proposed a new structure designed to achieve a twofold objective: 
 

(i) To accede to Delmi’s demand for a provision for guaranteed liquidity for its Edison shares 
 
EDF proposed to commit to buy Delmi's Edison shares in three years at a price based on the EBITDA 
multiple of a sample of comparable listed companies. 
 
In this manner, the Italian partners which may wish to be able to sell their shares could benefit from Edison's 
profitability restructuring efforts.  
 
(ii) To constitute a new renewable energy player in Italy  
 
EDF offered A2A and Iren an exchange of their respective 20% and 10% stakes in Edipower for 100% of the 
share capital of Edens, currently a fully-owned subsidiary of Edison and the fourth largest Italian producer of 
electricity from renewable sources. 
 
A2A and Iren would further be granted a call option to acquire the hydro generation facility at Mese at fair 
market value in three years. This facility situated in the Province of Sondrio (Lombardy) has a capacity of 
372 MW and its possible acquisition in three years would reinforce this new actor in renewable generation in 
Italy. 
 

This restructuring would be part of a new industrial project for Edison based on a simplified governance and 
majority control of Edison by EDF. The goals of this industrial plan would consist of: 
 

• Strengthening Edison’s number two position in power generation in Italy through full control over 
Edipower; 

 
• Positioning Edison as the development platform for the EDF group in upstream gas; 
 
• Enabling Edison’s development in thermal and hydroelectric generation in the Mediterranean area; and 
 
• Preserving Edison’s Italian identity with headquarters and listing maintained in Milan, and a strong Italian 

shareholding 
 
On the basis of this framework, EDF would ask CONSOB for an exemption from any obligation to launch a 
mandatory tender offer for Edison’s remaining share capital. 
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